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The beauty and aesthetic sector continues to work on skin renewal and rejuvenation with all its 
might. It’s constantly coming up with new processes and devices,,the reason for this is actually 
the rapid change of technology and the development process it brings While the demand for 
"rejuvenation without surgery" is steadily rising, we follow innovations closely to keep pace with 
it. Technological innovations in laser therapy are helping to eliminate the negativity on human 
by adding a new one every day. Environmental factors, traces of environmental pollution 
abandoned years can now be eliminated. In the �eld of medical aesthetics, the CROSS brand, 
which closely follows the latest technology and new developments in the world and renews 
itself in parallel with developments, is with you a brand new device about body / skin aesthetics: 
CROSS PLASMA HG (HUGE GENESIS)!

The device converts the ambient air into plasma energy with the electrical activity on the surface 
of the skin to be applied. This energy evaporates the problematic outer surface of the skin and 
the process of new tissue formation begins. Gas creates a very high heat on the skin with plasma 
energy. By point applications Also provides skin tightness between points. 6 thousand 500 
degrees centigrade, an application that is particularly active in the application of standard laser 
heat is created by the activity. The surrounding tissue is not damaged because the temperature 
is too high. Especially in the area where the upper lid hangs over the eye, where there is more, in 
the lower cover problems, especially in the wrists, In the cracks formed, in acne scars, in the active 
stream, on the face of the problem with almost any scar.

Thanks to PLASMA, the skin texture is sublimated and the heat transfer 
to the surrounding tissues is prevented in an undesirable amount. The 
working principle of CROSS PLASMA HG (HUGE GENESIS) can be 
explained in three steps; The potential di�erence between the plasma 
and the skin. + The ionization of the gases in the air (Plasma formation) + 
The sublimation of treated tissues without transmitting heat to other 
tissues. CROSS PLASMA HG (HUGE GENESIS) method, which works with 
plasma energy, is applied for eye renewal, stain, acne and scar treatment 
for aesthetic surgeons. Device; Converts the ambient air (ie ionized 
gases) to Plasma Energy by the electrical activity on the skin surface to 
be applied. This energy evaporates the problematic outer surface of the 
skin and the process of new tissue formation begins. Plasma HG (HUGE 
GENESIS) does not a�ect hair roots, capillaries, fat and nerve tissues 
outside the troubled region. 

PLASMA, which acts on the skin and subcutaneous tissues in three separate functions, stimulates new tissue healing as well as reusing 
nutrients that have slowed or completely stopped production in the body. Thus, after the procedure, an extremely vigorous, healthy 
and youthful skin texture can be obtained. It has been shown that youth and resurrection lasted for months.

PLASMA HG (HUGE GENESIS) = IONIZE ATMOSPHERIC GAS  = FOURTH STATE OF MATTER
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200 - 300nm

CROSS PLASMA HG (HUGE GENESIS)is a new generation device developed with superior GERMAN 
technology used for the treatment of various skin lesions, tissue tightening without surgery, deep 
line and reduction of wrinkles.  Plasma is actually the fourth state of matter. Non ablative surgeon 
CROSS PLASMA HG (HUGE GENESIS) is a reliable, comfortable and high performance medical 
aesthetic device that can be performed without any electrical connection, working wirelessly, in 
terms of the user! The working principle of this device is PLASMA e�ect. When combined plasma 
applications are applied together, much clearer and more successful results can be obtained. With 
this method, skin rejuvenation is ensured. he PLASMA HG (HUGE GENESIS) system has a di�erent 
mechanism of action than the laser and IPL mechanism, it works with air.

FOURTH STATE OF MATTER: ESTETIC APPLICATION WITH PLASMA ENERGY

NEW GENERATION NON ABLATIVE MEDICAL DEVICE WITH SUPERIOR
GERMAN TECHNOLOGY

It acts by converting the nitrogen and water vapor, which are gaseous in the environment of the 
zone where it is applied, into plasma with high energy. The ion cloud, which is the result of 
interaction, a�ects the surface of the skin and regenerates very quickly. CROSS PLASMA HG (HUGE 
GENESIS) creates a small electric arc in the application area without heat transfer, which damages 
surrounding tissues outside the application area. It is the same as the mechanism of lightning. 
Therefore, CROSS PLASMA HG (HUGE GENESIS) application can be called skin lightning. Plasma 
energies can also be used for topical eyelid aesthetics without skin rejuvenation or plasma energy. 
It is a CE certi�ed application which has been widely used in Europe for 15 years. As the fourth state 
of the matter CROSS PLASMA HG (HUGE GENESIS) using the de�ned plasma method, 
dermatologists and For Plastic Surgeons it is specially designed to be used like laser, radio scalpel.

INTENSIVE PLASMA THERAPY FOR SUBLIME TISSUES 
CROSS PLASMA HG (HUGE GENESIS) is a plasma therapy that is very successful with its cumulative 
e�ect. Wavelength and special title are applied according to the needs of the person. Then apply in 
sessions. It is very e�ective in skin tightening, super�cial spot treatment, active acne lesions, 
vascular lesions. The tip of the device produces an electrical arc at very high temperatures, and 
when the device reaches a certain distance from the skin surface, the arc ionizes the atmospheric 
gases to reveal an explosive energy (plasma energy). The resulting energy is called the keratinocyte 
in the top layer of skin It sublimates the cells, that is, the solid touch allows the transition to gas 
directly without liquefaction. 
Undesirable heat to the surrounding tissues and subcutaneous layer (subcutaneous fatty tissue) 
transmission is prevented. Thus, when the atmospheric gases are ionized, the plasma energy 
remains only in the millimetric range seen by the device, and the surrounding tissues are not 
a�ected.

RELIABLE, COMFORTABLE AND HIGH PERFORMANCE DEVICE
The process is highly SAFE, as it reaches a depth of about 200 to 300 nanometers (one millionth of 
a millimeter) at the same point. Aesthetic and cosmetologically, it allows to get great results. It is a 
very good option for people who are disturbed by this condition, especially when the eyelids are at 
the limit of surgery but are afraid of surgery. At the same time Botox et al. It is possible to have 
sagging and wrinkles in some eyelids, which is why it can be preferred in younger ones. It can be 
done only by local anesthetic creams and it is a treatment option without short term side e�ects 
such as healing and pain.
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CROSS PLASMA HG (HUGE GENESIS) APPLICATION METHOD

For tarnish skin
If the skin surface has a rough appearance or if a smoother skin is being targeted
Large pores in the skin, 
Old acne scars
Mild cracks
Light skin stains
Aged 35 years without any of the above problems
Suitable for skin renewal and moisturization

Before application of CROSS PLASMA HG (HUGE GENESIS), the area to be treated is cleaned with 
antiseptic liquid. Apply local anesthetic cream, 20 - 30 min. expected and the transaction is carried 
out. It takes 5 to 20 minutes after local anesthesia according to the size of the area to be treated. 
Depending on the needs of the person, the required number of plasma shots are made. Speci�c 
titration allows speci�c plasma shots to be made on both the face and body as well as small lesions. 
The process takes about 15-30 minutes. There is no pain during application, a slight amount of heat 
may be felt, and there may be burning or tingling sensation after treatment. 

CROSS PLASMA HG (HUGE GENESIS) SUITES FOR WHO?

CROSS PLASMA HG (HUGE GENESIS) is not a sole stain treatment for deep stains as it aims to renew 
the deep upper layer. CROSS PLASMA HG (HUGE GENESIS) for facial rejuvenation and skin 
revitalization is preferred for the face but it is applied to the décolleté region, abdominal and leg 
cracks, and for whole body skin smoothness. The treatment is suitable for everyone, but should not 
be used in areas with active wounds and infections in the area to be treated.

CROSS PLASMA HG (HUGE GENESIS) APPLICATION AREAS

Blefaroplasti
Lower-Upper eyelid wrinkles 
Eye lid recovery without surgery 
Wrinkles and lines on the lip 
Wrinkles around the cracks around the abdomen 
Stomach and Neck stretching 
Ear wrinkles 
Facial and body tightening / Sagging and wrinkle treatments 
Conditions such as �broma, wart, papilloma, xanthorax 
Bleeding lesions from the skin 
Wart - Meat moles (riskless mites) 
Fat cysts 
Tattoo removal in all colors 
Stain remedy 
Acne treatment 
Correction of scars caused by acne and other causes 
Scars, acne scars, scars from surgery or accidents, and
treatment of lines
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CROSS PLASMA HG (HUGE GENESIS) SPECIFICALLY DEVELOPED FOR THE FOLLOWING OPERATIONS

applications now, a device that has been developed to provide a speci�c result for this purpose, and whose e�ectiveness has been 
medically proven, o�ers a great advantage. With CROSS PLASMA HG (HUGE GENESIS), plasma is applied at various wave lengths with 
multiple plasma platforms on the skin. In this way one or several methods can be combined and used according to the need of the 
person. Body deformation di�ers from person to person. Genetic factors are also quite dependent on external factors. As our age 
progresses Our skin also ages. Being parallel to them and being well-groomed is true for the real beauty. Our purpose is never unnatural 
It is not obtaining results. Our main goal is not to turn back the aging but to just press the brake, It is necessary to choose appropriate 
methods to stop aging and to use appropriate ages. Therefore, age management is preferred instead of rejuvenation. CROSS PLASMA 
HG (HUGE GENESIS) is a personal plasma Treatment protocol. In sessions, serial applications are performed without any skin. A more 
vigorous, dynamic, more vivid appearance is achieved and When you get older, you get a brake.

Percentage aging is a very dynamic 
process and therefore face rejuvenation 
practices are very important. Throughout 
life, elderly statements appear in di�erent 
regions of each age. The signs of aging �rst 
begin to appear around the eyes. Goose 
legs, bagging on eyelids, eyebrow drop 
and forehead streaks, etc. ... At the same 
time, the lines appear to be more 
prominent in the nose and cheek area, 
although they appear to be relatively slow. 
Then sagging on the cheeks and loss of 
the clarity of the cheekbones, sagging in 
the air, deep wrinkles on the neck and face 
arise. Now, in facial rejuvenation 
applications The devices, which have been 
prepared to provide a speci�c result and 
which are actively medically proven, o�er 
great advantages. In facial rejuvenation

Skin Tightening 
Rejuvenation (Skin rejuvenation) 
Deep Plan Biostimulation (Plasma laser used for facial rejuvenation 
Technology) 
Reformatting

3 SPECIAL TIPS

Much more than today's technology, 30G ultra �ne needles are used to better a�ect the target 
tissue. Skin depth 0.06 mm.

CROSS PLASMA HG (HUGE GENESIS) USAGE OBJECTIVES
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CROSS PLASMA HG (HUGE GENESIS) ADVANTAGES

CROSS PLASMA HG (HUGE GENESIS) TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

3 special and 2  step power settings 

Constant emission in power supply

No electrical current �ow to the patient, (no grounding plate) 

No consumable material, 

Wireless rechargeable advanced technology

Easy to carry and easy to use

Economical and practical without the need of additional material, 

strong sterilization, deep spot cleaner

Prevent bleeding and medical risks

CROSS PLASMA HG (HUGE GENESIS) working principle : plasma
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PLASMA HG
(HUGE GENESIS)

www.crossbeauty.com

OPERATING TEMPERATURE 0 o  C -  40 o  C

MACHINE SIZE   

WEIGHT

23 x 13 x 5 cm

1.2 kg

RELATIVE HUMIDITY

ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE

FREQUENCY

MAXIMUM OUTPUT POWER

45% - 77% (no condensation)

70 kPa - 106 kPa

1.1MHz    0.3MHz

At least 10W

APPLICATION POWER   

POWER LEVEL   

SKIN DEPTH   

AC220V   22V  50Hz  1Hz

2 level (medium to high)

0.06 mm

+- +-

+-

It is medically proven that it can be used for blood clots with high clotting, pigment spots, warts, �at warts, shallots, 
skin tumors and other skin problems. More e�ective than Laser, ion, ice and medical treatment.
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